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PV Panels 
 

It has been determined that to reach Net Zero Energy using strictly PV Panels a total output from panels 
will need to be 721 MWh.  A portion of this production will be carried by panels located on the new 
building roof with the remainder of the need being contributed by panels over the Parking fields.  This 
means that approximately 500 kW DC must be generated from Parking PV canopies (representing 
632,000kWh/yr). 
 
By maximizing canopies over parking stalls only and leaving drive aisles open a total of 27,200 sf area of 
canopy can be achieved. 
 
Therefore, to reach the desired level of production, panels must be highly efficient and produce 545-580 
kW per panel as opposed to a more common panel generating 350-450 kW per panel. 
 
See the PV Panel Basis of Design:  ClearSpan Module System Spec Sheet included as Appendix B in this 
report.  A proposed layout is shown below. 
 

 

Canopies 
 

A number of Manufacturers were studied/contacted as research in support of this project.   A 
Comparative Listing of several manufacturers is included at the end of this report as Appendix A. 
 
Highlighted with a Red Box is the Basis of Design:  Lumos Solar. 
 
They provide turn-key installation including canopy engineering, procurement of PV panels and the 
installation of both.  They are able to install foundations for the canopies in conjunction with the project 
schedule’s intent to pave the parking areas late summer 2024.  To date, their information has been 
timely, informative and consistent. 
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They are US based and thus their products for both canopies and panels may qualify for current Federal 
Solar Tax Credits (also known as Federal 40% ITC Direct Pay rebates), see section below for more 
information on this program. 
 

Federal Credit Programs 
 

The following is information on current Federal Solar Tax Credits for Businesses also known as Rebate 
Programs.  Note that “ITC” refers to a category titled “Investment Tax Credit”.  County Staff should 
confirm eligibility. 

 
 
The initial rebate level is 30% of installed cost of canopies with PV (including the cost of the PV panels).  
This level rises to 40% if the canopies and PV are of domestic content.  
 
Given the County’s Tax-Exempt status, the rebate can come as a “direct pay”.  Forms will be required, 
but those eligible include the following: 
 

 

EV Charging 

It is the County’s intent to provide (3) Level 2 Dual EV Chargers as part of this project.  The exact 
locations of the Chargers are yet to be determined. 

There may be Zoning requirements if the chargers are provided for public use.  
 
Additionally, how these Chargers are funded (User Pay, etc.) is also yet to be determined.                 
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V. APPENDIX A  

Comparison Study 
 

 

Lumos Solar product examples 

  


